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CAUTION!
This product contains a Class 3R (IIIa) laser diode <5mW. This is considered a low power laser but must
still be handled carefully. Never point the laser beam at anyone, or stare directly into the beam.
Never aim a laser at surfaces that would reflect the light back, like mirrors or mirrored surfaces.
Never aim a laser into the cockpit of an aircraft. It is a federal offence under the Aeronautics Act. It
can jeopardize aviation safety and can be hazardous to pilots and threaten passenger safety. Just as
with aircrafts, do not aim at cars or trucks.
DO NOT attempt to remove the laser diode.
Keep out of reach of children. This product is not a toy. Young children may not understand the laser
warnings on the unit.
The unit should not be exposed to temperatures in excess of 50 degrees Celsius or left in direct
sunlight for extended periods. Failure to do so could result in damage to the laser module.
Place the Laser Target on the setup stand before turning on the Laser. Turn off and unplug the Laser
when not in use.
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General Info










The laser diode used is low power unit similar to those used in laser pointers. It does not have
enough power to burn or ignite anything. Do not point the beam at anyone or stare directly into
the beam.
All parts of this system are 3D Printed. Handle with care and do not expose to heat in excess of
50C, as this can cause the plastic to distort.
This system requires the alignment of left/right axle to be symmetrical. Any offset in the
alignment due to bent/broken or improperly shimmed suspension arms will result in errors.
Measures camber and toe angles with 2‐3 times better resolution than current systems.
Measures true steering angles as the laser remains aligned with the steering pivot throughout
the travel. Using a traditional setup system the steering gauge (toe plate) does not remain
parallel to the steering axis as the steering angle is changed, this produces errors in the
measurement. For this reason the measurements between the two systems will not be the
same.
Caster gauge included with the Awesomatix kit.
Battery Life should exceed 5 hrs when using a CR2032 battery (CR2016 and CR2025 also work).
When the laser dot starts to dim the battery needs to be changed. Unscrew the black cap on the
Laser Module and use a small screw driver to pop out the old battery. New battery must be
installed with the +ve terminal (flat side) facing up. Dispose of old battery in accordance with
local regulations.
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Measuring Toe and Camber
1. Remove wheels and install setup stands with the silver dot(s) facing outward. Remove the
pinion or back off the motor from the spur to prevent driving the wheels while on the setup
stands.
2. Clip the Camber/Toe target on one side and Laser on the opposite side. Press down on top of
the clips both sides until the tops are flush with the stand. Once both sides are in place turn on
the laser.
3. Camber and Toe are measured simultaneously in degrees. See the image. When setting the
front turn on your radio (make sure the motor is disengaged) and cycle the steering until you get
a consistent toe reading.
The bold horizontal line is 0 degrees
camber and the bold vertical line is 0
degrees toe. Negative camber means the
top of the tire is leaning in towards the
chassis. Positive toe means tires are
pointed outward (toe out).
The second image shows an example front
wheel measurement that reads, ‐1.5 deg
Camber and +.8 deg Toe Out.
Repeat this process on all four wheels adjusting the side the laser is mounted on!
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Measuring Steering Throw
1. Turn off the laser and remove the Camber/Toe target and clip the Steering/Caster target in the
center of shock tower.
2. The first time you mount the Steering/Caster target you will need to calibrate the gauge to
match the toe angle set. Loosen the lock screw and slide the gauge until it reads the same value.
This procedure should only need to be done once. If you shim the arms forward or rearward this
process will need to be repeated.
3. Cycle the steering to the max/min travel. Adjust radio to get the desired maximum steering
angle on the outside wheel (the smaller of the steering angle measurements) on both sides. This
is usually around 22‐24 degrees. Move the laser to the other side and repeat.
Note: Steering angle measurements using this system are more representative of the true
steering angles since the laser remains aligned with the steering pivot throughout the travel.
Using a traditional setup system the steering gauge (toe plate) does not remain parallel to the
steering axis as the steering angle is changed. This produces errors in the measurement. For
this reason the measurements between the two systems will not be the same.
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There are two different methods to mount the
Steering Throw Gauge. The most common
method is to clipping over the shock tower. As
shock towers for different chassis can be
different thicknesses the adapter comes with
different plates to suit thicknesses of 3.0, 3.5 or
3.8mm. Just select and install the desired
adapter to match the thickness needed. The
image shows the 3.0mm thickness installed.

For chassis such as the Schumacher Mi7 and
Awesomatix A800 the adapter simply clips over
the axle pully between the bulkheads.
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Measuring Caster (Optional)
1. The Awesomatix A800 kit includes a Caster Gauge. The Gauge consists of two parts shown in
the image, a caster post (on left) that mounts to the Steering Knuckle for and the gauge
itself (on right) which slides over the post. This system allows the gauge to be easily
removed without having to reconfigure the entire setup.

2. To install the Caster Post remove the top screw from the steering knuckle, place the post on
the steering knuckle and reinstall the screw, making sure the post sits flat on the steering
knuckle
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3. To measure Caster slide the caster gauge over the post until it is fully seated. Turn on the
laser and read the caster angle.
If you need to return to setting camber, toe or steering throw simply slide the caster gauge
off the post.
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